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Case Study
The Royal College of Radiologists HQ
floors . Working alongside other
sub-contractors, Cemplas
provided their own access
platforms, and worked quickly
and methodically to ensure
Coniston’s programme was met.
Cemplas Waterproofing and
Concrete Repairs Ltd reputation
is built on integrity. We are open, honest and trustworthy in dealing with
clients, partners, associates, suppliers, co-workers, and the
communities where our work has an impact. For our customers our
tailored approach and expertise provide clear benefits. From single
projects to complex contracts we deliver smarter solutions and better
value with less risk and a solid point of accountability.
We are a registered Chartered Building Company, and thereby bound
by a Code of Professional Conduct, and also an accredited

Built in 1886, Number 63 Lincoln’s Inn Fields was one of the first reinforced
concrete buildings in London was chosen to become the new hub and
headquarters for The Royal College of Radiologists.
The scheme to create the new college headquarters involved a
complete refurbishment and refitting of the building. In addition, the
forecourt was excavated to create a lower ground floor lecture theatre
and multi-purpose space.
The main contract was awarded to Coniston construction, and at
tender stage Cemplas Waterproofing and Concrete Repairs Ltd
submitted a successful tender to carry out the scheduled repairs using a
Fosroc system.
Unusually all the repairs were internal, and were a mixture of soffit and

For further information on the operational range of services provided by

column repairs which were re-instated using a combination of

Cemplas, please visit www.cemplas.co.uk

Renderoc HB repair mortar, Renderoc LA, and dry-packing
using non-shrink grouts.
The works undertaken by Cemplas were from the
newly formed basement over the full eight

For further details contact:
Paul Stacey at Cemplas on 0208 654 3149
or email: info@cemplas.co.uk
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